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Abstract: After the identification of the anti-inflammatory properties of VA5-13l (2-benzyl-1methyl-5-nitroindazolinone) in previous investigations, some of its analogous compounds were designed, synthesized and evaluated in two anti-inflammatory methods: LPS-enhanced leukocyte migration assay in zebrafish; and 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA)-induced mouse ear
edema. The products evaluated (3, 6, 8, 9 and 10) showed the lower values of relative leukocyte migration at 30 µM (0.14, 0.07, 0.10, 0.13 and 0.07, respectively), while in ear edema and myeloperoxidase activity methods, all the compounds reduced inflammation, only 4 and 16 yielded unsatisfactory
results. The relationship linking structure and activity (SAR analysis) was determinate by using SARANEA software. The importance of the 5-Nitro group of the indazole ring for the activity was evident, and showed modest reduction when benzyl (Bn) is changed by alkyl group. A substituted Bn
moiety at N2 (R) is the best substituent (5-10); nevertheless, if methylene group of Bn is deleted, the
activity is affected. Also, introduction of halogen atoms mainly at positions 3 or 4 of the benzyl moiety (6 and 10) leads in general to strong activities. In fact, compounds 7 and 8 (R = 4-FBn or 4-ClBn,
respectively) exhibit satisfactory results in in vivo tests and appear promising. The production of IL-6
at all doses assayed was significantly reduced, except with 16. Nonetheless, the production of TNF-α
was significantly inhibited only by this chemical (16) at concentration of 50 µM. On the other hand,
compound 2 was the one that mostly inhibited the expression of COX-2 and iNOS. From these results, it can be concluded that the inhibition in the release of cytokines can be one of the mechanisms
of action responsible for the anti-inflammatory effect for 2-benzyl derivates while other 2-alkyl derivatives can inhibit production of NO. Therefore, nitroindazolinone chemical prototype could be an
interesting structural group with anti-inflammatory purposes in the therapeutic.

Keywords: SARANEA software, structure-activity relationship, nitroindazolinones, anti-inflammatory compound, zebrafish,
TPA-induced mouse ear edema.
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New Potent 2-Substituted 1-Methylnitroindazolinones as Anti-Inflammatorys

1. INTRODUCTION
Inflammation is a nonspecific process in response to external aggressions which consist of a sequence of immunological and physiological reactions against noxious stimuli
like irritants, pathogens or damaged cells [1]. When the body
is not able to stop this acute inflammatory response, it extends in time, turning into a chronic inflammation in which
processes of tissue damage coexist with repair attempts [2].
Osteoarthritis [3], rheumatoid arthritis [4], Alzheimer’s disease [5] and cancer [2] are some examples of this unregulated immune response of the organism against its own tissues.
Cytokine networks regulate this inflammatory response.
For example, the pro-inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis
factor α (TNF-α) and interleukin 6 (IL-6), have intense effects on the regulation of immune reactions and inflammation. However, non regulated production of these cytokines
has a critical function in the development of many inflammatory diseases [6].
Also the induction of other pro-inflammatory mediators,
including nitric oxide (NO) and prostaglandins (PGs) produced by the inducible isoform of nitric oxide synthase
(iNOS) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) enzymes, respectively [6b, 7], is directly involved in the control of the immune response. Based on the biochemical and the physical
characteristics of the purified enzymes, three isoforms of
NOS (types I, II, and III) have been described in mammalian
cells. Type I (neuronal NOS, nNOS) and type III (endothelial NOS, eNOS) have been categorized as constitutive NOS
(cNOS) because these are constantly present in the cells,
although type II (identified as iNOS), is expressed only after
exposure to specific stimuli such as cytokines, bacterial endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS), and calcium ionophores
[8].
COX enzyme transforms arachidonic acid to prostaglandin (PGs). Like NOS, COX exists in three isoforms, and
COX-2 –inducible form triggered by different stimuli such
as growth factors or interleukin-1 (IL-1),– is responsible for
the fabrication of huge quantities of pro-inflammatory PGs at
the inflammatory site [9]. Consequently, the inhibition of
pro-inflammatory mediator production signifies a critical
target for the screening of anti-inflammatory compounds
[10]. The majority of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(NSAIDs) inhibit COX isozymes to different degrees, which
accounts for their anti-inflammatory properties as well as
their gastrointestinal side effects.
Nonetheless, the COX enzymes are not the only target of
NSAIDs. Recently, Peretz et al. [11] showed that NSAIDs
also act as openers of Kv7.2/3 (KCNQ2/3) potassium channels [12]. Pharmacological targeting of these potassium
channels –M-channels– is of great clinical importance.
While openers exhibit a therapeutic potential for the treatment of neuronal hyper-excitability like epilepsy, migraine
and neuropathic pain are potentially advantageous for the
treatment of memory problems and Alzheimer’s disease [1112].
Worldwide morbidity rates influence the widespread use
of anti-inflammatory drugs for the treatment of both acute
and chronic conditions. Pharmacological selection of the
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therapeutic agent is mainly conditioned by the severity of the
side gastrointestinal effects like dyspepsia, gastric erosions,
ulcerations, and bleeding. The incidence and severity of
these problems increase as the treatment is continued in time,
mainly due to chronified inflammatory diseases [13]. The
wide use and the disadvantages of the existing antiinflammatory therapy drive the search for new efficient and
innocuous drugs [14].
In the preceding study, we evaluated the antiinflammatory activity of a set of nitroindazolinone chemotype chemicals by in silico and in vivo methods [15]. In this
sense, the TOMOCOMD-CARDD (TOpological MOlecular
COMputational Design-Computer Aided “Rational” Drug
Design) descriptor was used to request a quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR)-based ensemble classifier,
for anti-inflammatory drug-like compounds from a dissimilar
series of chemicals. The above-mentioned quadratic indices
molecular descriptors [16] for large series of active/nonactive products were calculated and then linear discriminate
analysis was used to fit every individual classification function. A multi-agent QSAR classification system (ensemble
classifier) was developed and used for the identification of a
new anti-inflammatory lead-like by means of ligand-based
virtual screening of small-molecules available. In this ensemble classifier, the individual QSAR outputs are the inputs
of the above-mentioned fusion approach [15].
The in silico studies and two in vivo assays using Danio
rerio (zebrafish) larvae and rodents as models were used to
evaluate the anti-inflammatory activity.
In this study, compounds 1-benzyl-2-methyl-5nitroindazolinone
(VA5-13h),
2-benzyl-1-methyl-5nitroindazolinone (VA5-13l) and 2-benzyl-1-pentyl-5nitroindazolinone (VATR-4) displayed anti-inflammatory
properties, giving evidence of the potential of these structures as novel drug candidates (see Fig. 1) [15]. Furthermore,
these compounds displayed anti-inflammatory activity in a
rat paw edema model [17]. The results established that VA513l containing an innovative chemotype is a new antiinflammatory lead and represents an important therapeutic
alternative for the treatment of inflammatory processes.
In the present work, we have studied the effects of different analogs of VA5-13l on in vivo anti-inflammatory assays
(zebrafish leukocyte migration model and auricular edema in
mice) and on in vitro assays (TNF-α release, IL-6, LPSinduced nitric oxide, as well as expression of iNOS and
COX-2 enzymes in the macrophage cell line RAW 264.7).
Finally, using the concept of an activity landscape with SARANEA software, we explored the structure-activity relationship (SAR) information [18].
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Considering the anti-inflammatory activity described for
VA5-13l in a previous report [15], in the present article, we
describe the anti-inflammatory activity of some novel derivatives (see Table 1 and Fig. 1) of this compound using in
vivo and in vitro tests. These nitroindazolinones (1,2disubstituted 5-nitroindazolin-3-ones) have a methyl group at
position 1 and different substituents at position 2 (aryl, alkyl,
substituted benzyl, etc.) and were earlier synthesized by us
based on their expected antichagasic properties [19].
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Table 1.

Chemical structure of VA5-13l analogs.
O
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the inflammatory process was carried out in order to establish a potential mechanism of action.
2.1. First Evaluation and Rapid Screening Using LPSEnhanced Leukocyte Migration Towards Tail Injury

O2N
N R
N
No.

Compound

R

1

VATR-6

Nm

2

VATR-9

Me

3

VATR-12

Ph

4*

VATR-33

Bn

5

VATR-36

2-FBn

6

VATR-37

3-FBn

7

VATR-38

4-FBn

8

VATR-41

4-ClBn

9

VATR-42

2-BrBn

10

VATR-44

4-BrBn

11

VATR-51

3-CNBn

12

VATR-54

3-F3Bn

13

VATR-55

4-CF3Bn

14

VATR-60

2-PhBn

15

VATR-62

3-(COOCH3)Bn

16

VATR-64

Cy

17

VATR-65

2-MeOBn

18

VATR-66

α-MeBn

19

VATR-45

3-MeOBn

*

Without NO2 group. Nm: 2-Naphthylmethyl, Ph: Phenyl, Bn: Benzyl, Cy: Cyclohexylmethyl

All chemicals were evaluated in a primary antiinflammatory screening via zebrafish larvae assay [20]. The
more active compounds were tested in 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA)-induced ear edema in mouse.
Finally, the evaluation of the production and expression of
pro-inflammatory mediators and enzymes associated with

Zebrafish is a biological model used to investigate illness
and anomalies that frequently affect higher animals and human beings [21]. In this study, the assessment of leukocyte
migration to damaged zones in zebrafish larvae was used as
a primary test to evaluate the anti-inflammatory properties of
the compounds in question. First, the maximum tolerated
concentration (MTC) for each compound was determined,
using 100 µM as the highest tested concentration. Optical
visualization of zebrafish larvae subjected to compound
treatment allowed the determination of toxic signs, e.g. pericardial edema, changes in heartbeat, loss of normal posture
and death.
Numerous compounds were toxic or insoluble at concentrations above of 30 µM. Consequently, concentrations of 30
and 10 µM were the doses used for the anti-inflammatory
screen. Nevertheless, some products (namely, 1 and 14) were
insoluble even at 30 µM (see Table 2, NT symbol). In view
of these results, the concentrations for the assay were established for each substance and the anti-inflammatory activity
was evaluated following the guidelines of the LPS-enhanced
leukocyte migration assay [20]. Low values of relative leukocyte migration [RLM, cut-off ≤ 0.5)] to damaged areas
were considered as a proof of anti-inflammatory activity.
The evaluation of RLM is reported in Table 2.
In general, compounds containing halogen-substituted
benzyl groups at position 2 in the indazole ring showed the
lower values of RLM (see next section). Values of 0.09 and
0.07 at 10 and 30 µM, respectively, were yielded by compound 6 (R = 3-FBn). In addition, 3 (R = Ph), 8 (R = 4ClBn), 9 (R = 2-BrBn), and 10 (R = 4-BrBn) showed good
anti-inflammatory activity at 30 µM with RLM values of
0.14, 0.10, 0.13, and 0.07, respectively, in comparison with
0.16 that is the value of the positive control, indomethacin
100 µM, and 0.15 that is the value attained by VA5-13l. On
the other hand, compound 4, without 5-NO2 group, displayed
a high value of leukocyte migration at 30 µM (0.48), which
was close to cutoff point for a significant anti-inflammatory
activity (0.5), suggesting that maybe the presence of this

Fig. (1). Chemical structure and scaffold optimization: A) New analogs of VA5-13l (compound 20) and B) 5-nitroindazolinones with antiinflammatory activity (compounds 21-26) [15].
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Table 2. Activity of compounds tested in the LPS-enhanced leukocyte migration assay in zebrafish.
RLM/Concentration (µM)

No/Namea
1

3

10

30

100

1 VATR-6

-

0.08

0.09

NT

NT

2 VATR-9

-

-

-

0.31

0.10

3 VATR-12

-

-

0.37

0.14

T

4 VATR-33

-

-

0.67

0.48

T

5 VATR-36

-

-

-

-

-

6 VATR-37

-

-

0.09

0.07

T

7 VATR-38

-

-

-

-

-

8 VATR-41

-

-

0.28

0.10

T

9 VATR-42

-

-

0.24

0.13

NT

10 VATR-44

-

-

0.21

0.07

T

11 VATR-51

-

-

-

0.70

0.38

12 VATR-54

-

-

0.59

0.37

T

13 VATR-55

-

-

-

-

-

14 VATR-60

0.37

0.51

T

NT

NT

15 VATR-62

-

-

0.39

0.23

T

16 VATR-64

-

-

0.47

0.21

T

17 VATR-65

-

-

0.34

0.21

NT

18 VATR-66

-

-

0.21

0.16

T

19 VATR-45

-

-

0.49

0.23

NT

20 VA5-13l

-

-

0.32

0.15

T

Indomethacin

0.56

0.42

0.30

0.16

0.11

21 VA5-13h

-

0.6

0.46

0.26

T

22 VATR-4

0.68

0.67

0.27

NT

NT

23 VATR-5

0.58

0.65

0.25

NT

NT

24 VA5-10

-

-

0.94

0.62

0.66

25 VA5-9a

-

-

0.81

0.65

0.39

26 VATR-1

-

0.89

0.86

0.16

T

Indomethacin “B”

0.54

0.50

0.48

0.38

0.28

a

The molecular structures of the compounds represented with “number-wordcode” are shown in Table 1 and Fig. (1). T, toxic concentration for zebrafish and
NT, not tested due to problems of solubility in Danieau’s medium. Chemicals 5 (2-FBn), 7 (4F-Bn) and 13 (4-CF3Bn) were not tested in this first step, because
they were selected latter due to the good results of their close-relate derivatives. The RLM values for compounds 21-26 and “Indomethacin B” were taken from
reference [15].

NO2 group is advantageous for anti-inflammatory activity.
Compound 1 showed very good anti-inflammatory activity
with RLM values of 0.09 and 0.08 at 10 and 3 µM, respectively. However, concentrations above 10 µM were insoluble
in the assay medium possibly due to the high lipophilicity
conferred by its 2-naphthylmethyl moiety (see Fig. 1 and
Tables 1-2).

2.2. SARANEA-based SAR Analysis
Network-like Similarity Graph (NSG), a graphical structure-activity relationship (SAR) analysis method, [18], has
been used to search for SAR information in compound data
sets by means of SARANEA software [18a]. This method
allows us to study the relation between global and local SAR
features across to NSGs that represent an annotated NSG
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Fig. (2). Network-like Similarity Graph (NSG) created with SARANEA. Nodes signify compounds, and edges are drawn between them if
pairwise MACCS Tc values are > 0.75. Nodes are color-coded agreeing to potency using a continuous spectrum from green (lowest potency)
to red (highest potency). The node’s size represents the compound discontinuity score, and areas containing large red nodes indicate “activity
cliffs”. Compounds 21-26 (structure and RLM values) are taken from reference [15] (see Fig. 1).

structure integrating different levels of SAR-relevant chemical information.
Each molecule is represented by a node, and the nodes
are connected by edge if the structural similarity of two
compounds exceeds a threshold value. Fig. (2) illustrates the
NSG for our new compounds. However, in this study we
also included the most potent 5-nitroindazolinone-based antiinflammatory compounds (chemicals 21-26 in Fig. 1 and
Table 2) in reference [15].
As can be seen in Fig. (2), nodes are color-coded by the
potency value (RLM at 30 µM) of the chemicals characterized by a continuous spectrum from green (lowest potency)
to red (highest potency).
The size of each node is scaled agreeing to the local discontinuity score of chemicals (i.e., the higher score, the
larger node). The areas containing large red nodes signify
“activity cliffs” (see below). That is the case of compounds 6
(VATR-37) and 10 (VATR-44) (discontinuity of 0.37 for
both, see Table 3), which are the most potent compounds,
but their potency significantly deviates from that of their
structural neighbours. In fact, nodes 6 and 10 (red) have
edges with numerous green (low-to-moderate potency)
nodes. These pair connected nodes represent structurally
similar chemicals with huge potency differences that form an
“activity cliff” [18], that is, a region of highest local SAR
discontinuity (see Table 3 and Fig. 2).
The SAR index (global SARI) is a numerical function
used to assign a SAR category to a given set of chemicals.
Possible values range from 0 to 1, and low, intermediate, and
higher values represent three diverse SAR categories, discontinuous, heterogeneous, and continuous SARs, correspondingly. Score calculations are based on compound simi-

larity and potency values. Here, our set shows a SARI value
of 0.515, that is, a heterogeneous SAR. Such heterogeneous
SAR corresponds to the presence of “variable activity landscapes”, i.e., the combination, or coexistence, of continuous
and discontinuous SAR components.
Fig. (3 and Table 3) depicts the SAR pathway where
some continuous SARs can be noticed. This “tree method”,
on the basis of the NSG data structure, searches for sequences of pairwise similar chemicals that display a regular
increase in potency along the sequence. The endpoint of this
tree was compound 6, and the first node was selected by
SARANEA program from all chemicals chosen in neighborhood of compound 6. This software feature allowed the exploration of structural variations that result in an increase in
potency (see Fig. 3 and Table 3). Nonetheless, layered
chemical neighborhood graph is exposed in Fig. (4) in order
to organize chemicals with decreasing similarity to the central molecule designated (compound 20) from this pathway.
In this figure, the chemicals are projected on concentric circles that signify levels of decreasing similarity relative to the
central reference compounds, in this case the starting compound 20 (VA5-13l).
From these studies (see Figs. 2-4), we can infer some
relevant conclusions about structure-activity relationship.
First of all, it is clear that the effect of substituent on the antiinflammatory activity depends on the structure of the different moieties at position 2. If a methyl group (2) is replaced
by a phenyl group (3) the activity increases; but the latter
substitution increases after introduction of a Bn group in 20
(VA5-13l). As commented above, the 5-nitro group of the
indazole ring has a crucial function in the anti-inflammatory
effect; in fact, compound 4, without-5-nitro group presents a
low activity and is a singleton in Fig. (2). Moreover, the
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Table 3.
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Some features and function values from SARANEA program.a

IDb

Nameb

Potencyc

Discontinuity

Tanimoto coef.

Cliff Index

10

VATR-44

0.07

0.37

1

Infinity

6

VATR-37

0.07

0.37

0.97

0

3

VATR-12

0.14

0.2

0.92

1.11

9

VATR-42

0.13

0.2

1

1.08

16

VATR-64

0.21

0.17

0.92

1.75

18

VATR-66

0.16

0.18

0.93

1.34

11

VATR-51

0.7

0.42

0.92

3.68

26

VATR-1

0.16

0.18

0.93

1.34

20

VA5-13l

0.15

0.19

0.93

1.24

15

VATR-62

0.23

0.17

0.88

1.82

21

VA5-13h

0.27

0.19

0.93

2.19

19

VATR-45

0.23

0.17

0.86

1.79

8

VATR-41

0.1

0.26

0.97

0.6

25

VA5-9a

0.65

0.4

0.93

3.62

2

VATR-9

0.31

0.21

0.9

2.33

12

VATR-54

0.37

0.25

0.92

2.67

24

VA5-10

0.62

0.36

0.89

3.38

17

VATR-65

0.21

0.16

0.86

1.65

b

Starting from neighborhood of compounds 6 and 10. The molecular structures of the compounds represented with numbers and codes are shown in Table 1. Chemicals from 21-26
were the most potent 5-nitroindazolinone-based anti-inflammatories in reference [15] (see also Figs. 1 and 2). cActivity (RLM) at 30 µM.

Fig. (3). Pathway or SARtree from new lead 20 (VA5-13l). The structure of eight chemicals signified by individual nodes in the all spectrum
of tree, are exposed (compound and node numbers correspond). At the bottom (left), green nodes characterize compounds with low potency.
At the top (right), red nodes (3, 9, 8, and 6) characterize pathway endpoints, i.e., chemicals with high potency. All sequence in the pathway
try to visualize the small structural modifications that are complemented by a regular change in potency. Compounds 21-26 (structure and
RLM values) are taken from reference [15] (see Fig. 1).

substitution of Bn group in compound 20 by other alkyl
moieties (2: CH3, 16: cyclohexylmethyl and 18: α-CH3Bn)
modestly reduced the activity.

Among the compounds, a Bn moiety at N-2 is the best
substituent (5-10); nevertheless, if a methylene group of the
Bn is absent, the activity is roughly influenced, as can be

3224 Current Topics in Medicinal Chemistry, 2017, Vol. 17, No. 30
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Fig. (4). Exploring chemical neighborhoods. The chemical neighborhood of parent molecule 20 (VA5-13l) is explored by this layer-based
graph explores. The neighbors of compound 20, are situated on concentric circles representing different levels of structural similarity. Most
similar compounds are located on the innermost circle, and nodes indicating structurally increasing dissimilar compounds are placed on subsequent peripheral circles. Nodes on the right side of the vertical line characterize chemicals with higher potency that our central node,
whereas chemicals corresponding to vertices on the left side are less potent. The chemical structures from 3rd layer, where the most potent
compound 6 is included, are exposed. The pathway is leading from a continuous local SAR to a discontinuous region, for instance, from 6 to
12 (“activity cliff”).

observed in the effect of 2-phenyl derivative 3 vs. that of 2benzyl analog 20.

2.3. In Vivo Experimental Corroboration using Mouse
Ear Edema Test for More Potent Compounds

Introduction of halogen atoms mainly at positions 3 or 4
of the Bn moiety (6 and 10) leads in general to robust activities. It is rather important to notice that the effect of compounds containing some other electron-withdrawing groups
such as those found in compounds 11-13 and 15 (-CN, -CF3,
-COOCH3), was lower than those of the halogen analogs 6
and 10. On the other hand, bulky groups in Bn moiety (14, 1)
enhanced toxicity and slightly decreased the antiinflammatory activity.

Taking into consideration the importance of an in vivo
analysis when studying the anti-inflammatory activity, we
assayed the selected compounds in a mouse model of acute
ear edema induced by topical application of a single dose of
12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA). Despite its
lack of specificity, this test is a good research model for initial studies and gives relevant biological data about the antiinflammatory effect of a compound in question.

In addition, the most potent compounds 6 and 10 (right
side in Fig. 4) form “activity cliffs” with several compounds.
For instance, compound 3 and the other two products (8 and
9) represent a steep “activity cliff” because they are structurally very similar to the central molecule 20 but show significantly lower (26, 18, 11, 25 and 21, etc) potency. Compounds in different similarity layers are also compared. For
example, compounds 17, 19, 15, 12 are located in the last
and compounds 2 and 24 are positioned in the second layer
of the graph.
Other features can be extracted from Figs. (3 and 4),
where compounds are ranked on the basis of their fit to the
SAR model. This model consists of as many as possible
pairwise similar compounds following an ideally linear potency gradient with small potency increases between subsequent compounds. As can be seen in Fig. (3), there is SAR
continuity in data set generated. However, this pathway connects regions of SAR continuity with an “activity cliff” as
shown in Figs. (3 and 4).

A single application of TPA in mouse ears rapidly causes
edema and erythema that reach a maximum 6 h after application and disappear within 24 h [22]. Edema was determined
as the difference in weight between the left and right ear
(that is, TPA-treated and untreated ear). As shown in Fig.
(5A), all tested compounds showed anti-inflammatory activity with more than 75% inhibition of edema compared to the
control group, which only received TPA. The compounds 7,
8, 12 and 16 showed inhibition values similar to those of
indomethacin (92%), the positive control.
Myeloperoxidase (MPO) is an enzyme contained in the
azurophilic granules of neutrophils, and it can be used as a
marker for the influx of polymorphonuclear leucocytes into
the inflammation site [23]. As shown in Fig. (5B), all compounds, except 4 and 16, significantly decreased neutrophil
infiltration, determined as MPO activity, on TPA test. Compound 4, without 5-NO2 group, showed values lower than
those of other compounds, although the edema inhibition
was similar to the other tested compounds. This compound
without NO2 group did not inhibit neither the auricular
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edema nor MPO activity [15]. This suggests that the presence of NO2 in position 5 is favorable for anti-inflammatory
activity.
A disclosure from these results was compound 6 (more
potent in zebrafish model), which showed moderate activities in both assays on mouse ear edema. Compound 8 (4ClBn derivative) showed the highest potency in both tests.
The corresponding 4-FBn analog 7 was also rather potent
(see Fig. 5).
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2.4.2. Determination of Nitric Oxide Production
Macrophages participate in both non-specific and acquired immune responses [24]. LPS-stimulated macrophage
generates a series of inflammatory responses including an
enhanced production of NO. As shown in Fig. (6), except
compounds 6, 7, 8 and 12, all tested compounds (especially
at the highest doses) demonstrated the ability to significantly
inhibit NO production in a dose-dependent manner. In particular, the lead compound, VA5-13l, showed levels of NO
similar to the blank group, that is, a significant inhibition of
over 90%. Similarly, compounds 2 (100µM), and 16 (25 and
50 µM) demonstrated a significant inhibition of over 80%.
2.4.3. Measurement of Cytokine Production
Pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-6 are
produced by macrophages during the inflammatory response
in vivo as well as when activated in vitro [25]. The production of these cytokines in LPS-stimulated murine macrophages was determined by means of ELISA. Doses were
selected according to the cell viability assay.
As shown in Fig. (7A), all compounds showed a similar
behavior compared with VA5-13l, except for compound 16
at the dose of 50 µM, which significantly inhibited TNF-α
production in an 81%. Compounds 6, 7 and 8, the most potent chemicals in previous in vivo anti-inflammatory assays,
are unable to inhibit TNF-α release. These results suggested
that compounds with substituted Bn moieties at position 2
(namely, 6, 7 and 8) would not have this mechanism of action; however, compounds with aliphatic rings (or bulky
groups) at this position, such as compound 16, have the ability to inhibit both NO and TNF-α release.

Fig. (5). Inhibitory effect of the selected compounds on TPAinduced ear edema and on MPO activity. (A) Edema was evaluated
after 4 h of TPA application; values are expressed as the increase in
ear weight ± standard error of the mean (S.E.M.), n = 6 (B) Effect
on MPO activity. MPO was measured in tissue homogenates of the
ears and it is expressed as Activity ± S.E.M. Statistical analysis was
accomplished using one-way analysis of variance followed by
Dunnett’s t-test. ns = not significantly different, * p < 0.05, ** p <
0.01, *** p < 0.001 vs. control group.

2.4. Cell-based Characterization of New Potent Compounds: First Step for Action Modes Determination
2.4.1. Evaluation of Cell Viability (Unspecific Cytotoxicity)
of the Compounds
Cytotoxicity of each compound was studied by using the
MTT assay. Compounds 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18 and
19 were not tested due to their low solubility in culture medium. Others could only be tested at concentration of 50 µM
(6, 8 and 12). Among the evaluated compounds, 6 and 16
were toxic showing cell viability lower than 90% at the dose
of 100 µM (data not shown).

All compounds at the evaluated concentrations significantly inhibited IL-6 production (Fig. 7B). Further studies
are needed to determine if these effects are due to a direct
inhibition of the production or to an indirect action through
inhibition of previous steps of the regulatory cascade implicated in cytokine release. In any case, cytokine networks
regulate the inflammatory response and pro-inflammatory
cytokines such as IL-6 interferes notably on the regulation of
immune reactions and inflammation [6a] therefore its modulation is of great interest in therapeutics.
2.4.4. Determination of Enzyme Expression by Western
Blot Assay
COX-2 and iNOS have a marked pro-inflammatory
function in the development of certain diseases [26]. For
this reason, we evaluated the effect on the expression of
both enzymes in protein homogenates of RAW 264.7
macrophages stimulated by LPS. As shown in the Fig.
(8A), only compounds 2 (50 and 100 µM) and 7 (100 µM)
significantly inhibit the expression of COX-2. Compound 7
(4-FBn derivative) and also the rather close analogs 6 (3FBn) and 8 (4-ClBn) depicted the higher potency in TPA
and MPO tests (see Fig. 5). However, compound 6 nor
compound 8 inhibited COX-2 expression. Compound 16
increased its production; an interesting effect that deserves
further studies to determine what structural differences of
this molecule compared to the other might be responsible
for this action.
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Fig. (6). Effects of the selected compounds on nitric oxide production by RAW 264.7 macrophages. Values are expressed as nitrite production (µM) with respect to the control group treated with LPS. Data signify the mean ± SD of at least three dissimilar experimentations. **P <
0.01, *P < 0.05 compared with control (Dunnett's t-test).

Fig. (7). Overall cytokine production in RAW 264.7 macrophages. Macrophages were treated with each chemical and 1 h later stimulated
with 1 µg/mL for 24 h. After the collection of the supernatant the cytokines were measured in duplicate by ELISA. The C group signifies
those macrophages stimulated with LPS (1 µg/mL). Results are expressed as cytokine concentration pg/mL ± SEM and are demonstrative of
three independent experimentations. Differences with the C (control) group were evaluated using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
followed by Dunnett’s t-test (***p < 0.001).

Nevertheless, none of the studied compounds inhibited
significantly iNOS expression (Fig. 8B). This outcome suggested that the inhibition of COX-2 expression would be a
possible mechanism of action that would explain its antiinflammatory effects.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Several adverse effects limit the treatment of inflammatory disorders. Combinations of adequate moieties through
the molecular scaffold of 5-nitroindazolinones can create
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Fig. (8). Effect of the different studied molecules in the levels of iNOS and COX-2 in RAW 264.7 macrophages. The data given are the mean
values ± standard error of the mean (SEM) taken from four independent experimentations to each enzyme. A illustrative test is shown in the
lower panel. The histograms signify the data derived from the Western blots following densitometry analysis. In A and B, levels were normalized against β-actin. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, significantly different from the LPS group; Dunnett’s t-test.

original entities with superior therapeutic activity (and/or
better safety profiles). Various structural analogues of VA513l were screened for in vivo anti-inflammatory activity.
Compounds that exhibited significant zebrafish-based RLM
inhibition were prone to anti-inflammatory evaluations on
mouse ear edema. Compounds 7 and 8 (4-FBn and 4-ClBn
derivatives, respectively) exhibited the best effect in both in
vivo tests, comparable with indomethacin, so this prototype
appear promising. SAR analysis gives information on the

fine relationship relating structure and activity and provides
evidences for structural modifications that can enhance the
effect. These trends should prove to be an essential guide for
the future work. Finally, the in vitro assays indicate that the
inhibition of IL-6 production and COX-2 expression could
be the mechanism of action for this type of compounds.
Compound 16, with a cycloaliphatic substituent (cyclohexylmethyl) at position 2 of indazolinones ring, was the
only one that showed a significant inhibition of TNF-α. This
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compound showed anti-inflammatory activity with inhibition
value similar to those of indomethacin in TPA assay. Nevertheless, 16 showed not significantly decreased neutrophil
infiltration, determined as MPO activity on TPA application
test. Finally, this molecule demonstrated: 1) the ability to
significantly to inhibit NO production, and 2) at the dose of
50 µM, significantly inhibited TNF-α production in an 81%.
A new anti-inflammatory drug able to act at multiple targets would be ideal, allowing for synergic action and minimizing toxicity [6b, 27]. Nevertheless, further deeply research of these compounds is needed to improve our knowledge about their mechanism of action and searching for other
anti-inflammatory targets. In order to avoid the solubility
problems of these compounds certain chemical modifications
could be also carried out in the near future.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Ethics Statement
Zebrafish procedures were performed in accordance with
Belgian and European Laws, guidelines and policies for
animal experimentation, housing and care (Belgian Royal
Decree of 6 April 2010 and European Directive 2010/63/EU
on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes of
20 October 2010). The institutional Ethical Committee for
Animal Experimentation of the University of Leuven has
approved this project with the number P101/2010.
Rodent procedures regarding experimental protocols
were approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee of the
University of Valencia, (Spain) in accordance with the
guidelines established by the European Union on Animal
Care (CEE Council 86/609). Female BALB/c female Swiss
mice weighing 25–30 g (Harlan Interfauna Iberica, Barcelona, Spain) were used for in vivo experiences. All animals
were fed a standard diet ad libitum and housed under a 12 h
light/dark cycle at 22 °C and 60% humidity.
4.2. In Vivo Tests
4.2.1. LPS-enhanced Leukocyte Migration Assay in Zebrafish
All chemicals were first dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide
[(DMSO) 99.5% (GC) Sigma-Aldrich)], and then diluted in
embryo medium Danieau’s 0.3X (50 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl,
10 mM Hepes, 10 mM CaCl2, 10 mM Mg2SO4, 30 mM
methylene blue). The DMSO final concentration did not
reach 1% in order to prevent damage to the larvae. Lipopolysaccharides from Salmonella typhosa ATCC 10749 (LPS,
Sigma-Aldrich) were reconstituted in ionized water (MilliQ®), aliquoted in small vials and kept at -20 °C until needed
for the assay to stimulate leukocyte migration in larvae.
Along the experiments, transgenic zebrafish of the line fli1: EGFP were used. Once the fertilized eggs were collected,
they were reared in embryo medium Danieau’s 0.3X in an
incubator at 28°C. At 20 hours post fertilization (hpf), 1phenyl-2-thiourea (PTU) (Sigma- Aldrich 10×(0.03%) was
added to larvae’s medium in proportion 1:9 to avoid the melanophores formation in zebrafish embryos and larvae [28].
Toxicological evaluation. Ten 4-dpf zebrafish larvae
were incubated at 28 °C with increasing concentrations of
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each compound (ranging from 0.1 µM to 500 µM). A control
with only vehicle (1% DMSO) and non-treated larvae were
also included in this evaluation. The larvae were examined
under light microscopy (Carl Zeiss Stemi 2000C) each hour
during a period of eight hours and a final evaluation at 24
hours post-incubation. Signs of toxicity were associated to
modification in the normal morphology and physiology of
larvae and the maximum tolerated concentration (MTC) for
each tested sample was determined based on this. All the
toxicological evaluations were performed in duplicate using
a different group of zebrafish larvae per set of experiments.
Anti-inflammatory experimental procedure. Ten 4-dpf
larvae were used per experimental group and controls. The
positive controls, indomethacin (Sigma-Aldrich) and negative control (DMSO 1%), were tested per set of samples.
After an initial incubation of one hour, they were anesthetized by immersion in a solution of tricaine (70 µg/mL) to
perform a complete tail transaction in the tail tip region.
Once tails were cut, larvae were subjected to further incubation for seven hours at 28 °C. At this stage, inclusion of LPS
(10 µg/mL) ensures stimulation of the leukocyte migration to
the damaged zone. When the incubation time was completed,
larvae were fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde
(Sigma-Aldrich) at 4 °C. A series of washes with phosphate
buffer saline containing 1% Tween 20 (PBST) followed the
fixation process. The colouring reaction took place using 1
mL of staining solution of Leucognost POX® (Merck) during
15 minutes. Microscopic evaluation of each larva for every
group allowed a semi-quantitative analysis, in which values
of RML were expressed for every sample. The value
achieved for each of the ten larvae tested for one group is
expressed as RLM according the formula: RLM = leukocyte
migration of the larva / average leukocyte migration of the
negative control (DMSO), finally the average is calculated
for each group. RLM ≤ 0.5 is considered as cutoff point for a
significant anti-inflammatory activity [15, 20].
4.2.2.
12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate
induced Mouse Ear Edema

(TPA)-

Anti-inflammatory experimental test. Topical antiinflammatory activity of the compounds was evaluated following the method reported by Young and De Young [29]
with some modifications [30]. Topical application of 2.5
µg/ear of TPA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in 20
µL acetone (Panreac, Barcelona, Spain) induced the edema
on the right ear (10 µl/side). The same volume of acetone
were applied to the right ear of vehicle control animals.
Compounds tested and indomethacin (Sigma-Aldrich), used
as reference drug, at dose of 0.5 mg/ear dissolved in acetone
(20 µL) were applied topically to right ear simultaneously
with TPA. Four hours after TPA application, the animals
were killed by cervical dislocation and right and left ear
punches (6 mm diameter) from each animal were taken. The
edema was determined by the ear thickness increment. Ear
tissues were frozen and stored at -80 °C until use. Details of
the method have been previously described [31].
Myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity in mouse ear edema
tissues was determined according to De Young et al. with
modifications [32]. Ear sections were homogenized in 1.5
mL of 80 mM sodium phosphate buffer (PBS, pH 5.4) containing 0.5% hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide
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(HTAB) and centrifuged. Then 100 µL of PBS, 85 µL of 22
mM monopotassium phosphate/disodium phosphate buffer
and 15 µL of hydrogen peroxide 0.017% were added to 30
µL of the supernatant. Addition of 30 µL of 1.46 M buffer
HOAc/NaOAc (pH 3.0) stopped the reaction. MPO activity
was spectrophotometrically determined at 630 nm. MPO
activity is expressed as the amount of enzyme required to
convert 1 µmol of hydrogen peroxide to water in 1 min (U/g
tissue).
4.3. In Vitro Assays
4.3.1. Cell Culture
The RAW 264.7 cell line, obtained from the ECACC
(Salisbury, UK) were cultured in Dulbecco Modified Eagle’s
Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 U/mL) and streptomycin sulfate (100
µg/mL) in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37 ºC.
Compounds were dissolved in DMSO (10mM stock concentration) and stored at -20 ºC. DMSO (0.1%, v/v) was used
as a vehicle control in all experiments and standardized in all
samples.
4.3.2. Cell Viability Assay
The possible cytotoxicity of the different compounds
tested was evaluated with the 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay. The RAW
264.7 macrophages were exposed to compounds at concentrations 50 and 100 µM in a 96-well microplate at various
assay times. Then 100 µL per well of a 0.5 mg/mL solution
of MTT (Sigma-Aldrich) was added and incubated at 37 °C
until blue deposits were visible. After dissolving the colored
metabolite was dissolved in DMSO, absorbance was measured at 490 nm with a VICTOR™ X3 Multilabel Plate
Reader (PerkinElmer, Shelton, USA). A decrease in absorbance indicated a reduction in cell viability (<90 was considered toxic concentrations).
4.3.3. Nitric Oxide Determination
5

The RAW 264.7 cells were seeded at 5 × 10 cells per
well in 24-well microplates. The substances (50 and 100
µM) were added to the culture medium 1 h before the addition of 1 µg/mL LPS. The cultured medium was collected 24
h after and mixed with an equal volume of Griess reagent
(Sigma-Aldrich). An increase of nitrite (NO2−) in supernatant
is indicator of NOS activity. Absorbance was measured at
550 nm.
4.3.4. Measurement of Cytokine Production
The RAW 264.7 cells were seeded at 5 × 105 cells per
well in 24-well microplates, treated with the substances at
two concentrations (25-50 µM or 50-100 µM) and 1 h later
stimulated with 1 µg/mL LPS. After 24 h the supernatants
were collected and TNF-α and IL-6 production was quantified using an ELISA kit (eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
4.3.5. Western Blot analysis for COX-2 and iNOS
RAW 264.7 macrophages (1.5×106 cells per well) were
co-incubated in a 6-well culture plate (1 mL) with 1 µg/mL
of LPS at 37 °C for 24 h in the presence of test compounds
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or vehicle. Cellular lysates were obtained with lysis buffer
(1% Triton X-100 1 mL, 1% deoxycholic acid 1 g, 20 mM
NaCl 120 mg, 25 mM Tris-HCl 390 mg, and 1 tablet of
complete Mini EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail from
Roche). After centrifugation (10,000×g, 10 min), the proteins present in the supernatants were quantified [33]. Identical amounts of protein (30 µg) were then loaded onto 10%
sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel
and were relocated onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes at 125 mA for 90 min. The membranes were then
blocked in PBS-Tween 20 containing 3% w/v defatted milk.
For iNOS and COX-2, the membranes were incubated with
anti-iNOS polyclonal antibody (1/1000) and anti-COX-2
polyclonal antibody (1/1000), respectively (both obtained
from Cayman, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). For β-actin, used as a
loading control, the membranes were incubated with anti-βactin polyclonal antibody (1/12000) (Sigma-Aldrich). The
blots were washed and incubated with peroxidase-conjugate
anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (1/20000 dilution; Cayman).
The immunoreactive bands were visualized with the aid of
an enhanced chemiluminescence system (GE Healthcare,
Fairfield, CT, USA).
Software. Images for Western blot experiments were acquired with the image analysis system LAS-3000 mini (Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan). Digital images were processed, and
band density measurements were made with the aid of a
Multi Gauge V3.0 software package (Fujifilm).
4.4. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was achieved by means of one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Dunnett’s t-test. The
results are presented as the mean ± S.E.M. GraphPad Prism
4.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA,
USA) was used for all calculations.
4.5. Computational Procedures for SAR Analysis
The NSGs have been created and represented as described earlier by means of SARANEA software [18]. SARANEA is openly accessible without constraints via the following URL: http://www.lifescienceinformatics.uni-bonn.de/
(see the Downloads Section).
As a fingerprint for compound evaluation in SARANEA
study, MACCS has been used. These molecular descriptor
calculations were achieved using MOLFIP (acronym for
MOLecular FIngerPrints), a module of TOMOCOMDCARDD that offers fast and low-computational-cost calculations of the 8 fingerprint families. Using the Chemistry Development Kit (CDK), these fingerprints were performed in
our MOLFIP program [34].
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